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The proven, objective, standardized, and complete "how to" sequential series of progressive steps to Lean manufacturing implementation illustrated in this manual are easy to understand and use to effect factory transformation to lean without the aid of a consultant. It also provides a toolbox of techniques for problem - solving, continuous improvement, and for operating a Lean manufacturing facility on a day-to-day basis after the initial line design is completed     

       About the Author

Dennis Hobbs, CPIM, is a Principal Member of Mfg Matters, LLC, a leading boutique consulting firm that specializes in Lean manufacturing implementation. He has over 30 years of combined line and staff experience in manufacturing, primarily in the field of production planning, inventory control, and materials management. Dennis has successfully implemented the installation of Lean manufacturing systems for numerous manufacturers. As a professional instructor, he has trained over 2500 manufacturing professionals in Lean manufacturing techniques, has published numerous articles, serves as an active member of APICS, and is a sought-after speaker.
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Mastering Malware Analysis: The complete malware analyst's guide to combating malicious software, APT, cybercrime, and IoT attacksPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Master malware analysis to protect your systems from getting infected

	
		Key Features

		
			Set up and model solutions, investigate malware, and prevent it from recurring
	
			Learn core concepts relating to dynamic malware analysis, memory forensics, decryption, and much more
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How to Run Seminars and Workshops: Presentation Skills for Consultants, Trainers, Teachers, and SalespeopleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Make your message stick with expert help from this classic trainer's resource


	How to Run Seminars and Workshops is the classic guide for trainers and presenters in any industry. Packed with clear advice and real-world practicality, this book covers all aspects including planning, setup, delivery, coaching, and...
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Concepts of Programming Languages (9th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2009

	Concepts of Programming Languages  is ideal for undergraduate students in Computer Science and Computer Programming courses. It is an ideal reference encapsulating the history and future of programming languages.


	 


	Now in its Ninth Edition,...
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Climate Change: Biological and Human AspectsCambridge University Press, 2007

	In recent years climate change has become recognized as the foremost environmental problem of the twenty-first century. Not only will climate change potentially affect the multi-billion dollar energy strategies of countries worldwide, but it also could seriously affect many species, including our own. A fascinating introduction to the...
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Diesel Heart: An AutobiographyUniversity of Minnessota, 2019

	The doctors gathered around, passing the stethoscope from hand to hand, taking turns listening to my chest. Finally, the lead doctor said, "Now, that's what I call a heartbeat!"

	I snapped, "Whaddaya mean?"





	"It's like hearing a diesel engine inside a Mustang body," he said.
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Eleventh Hour Network+: Exam N10-004 Study GuideSyngress Publishing, 2009
This book will focus on just the essentials needed to pass the Network+ certification exam. It will be filled with critical information in a way that will be easy to remember and use for your quickly approaching exam. It will focus on the main objectives of the exam and include the following pedagogy for ease of use in those final hours.  
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